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PRIVATE Free Will (Augustinian) 	Best of all Possible Worlds (Irenaean)	Retributive 
Suffering is a result of  the freedom of action granted by God to human beings. Suffering is caused by human agency and is reflective of  human sinfulness. It is not caused by God's action and is contrary to God’s intention.  	Universal Laws of physics control the universe and not 'special laws'  that result from divine providence. The earth is the Best Possible Worlds that could be created and suffering occurs to achieve this greater good (e.g. without volcanic activity the Earth would have no atmosphere and without earthquakes no tectonics). Laws of probability determine the magnitudes of eruptions and earthquakes, and global tectonics their locations. A 'law controlled' world allows spiritual growth through dealing with suffering. 	The principal scriptural model of suffering in the Hebrew Bible (i.e. The Old Testament) and the Qur'an).  It is the prominent model found in narratives of religious responses to earthquakes and eruptions throughout most of Islamic and Christian history. 
Chaotic	Existential 	 
Post-Newtonian (i.e. uncertainty-based) view of natural processes. The world is intrinsically chaotic. People have to plan to live with uncertainty.	Similar to the best of all possible worlds model. Good may come out of suffering, a decision has to be made to find meaning. Solutions may come through planning.	
Note: The Free-Will (Augustinian); Best of all Possible Worlds (Irenaean) and Retributive are the principal models of theodicy. Both the Existential and Chaotic approaches are developments of the  Best of all Possible Worlds model. 









